Open up a new world of lab design.

New this year, Durcon is debuting Solicor - Chemical Resistant in the popular Graphite & Gray colors that match our Epoxy Resin, Greenstone and SPC-CR materials.

Available in 5’ x 10’ sheets for 3/8”, 1/2” 3/4”, and 1” thicknesses.

**COLOR-THROUGH**
Black core... No more. Gray compact with a gray core, and graphite compact with a graphite core set the new standard for an ultra-modern lab appearance.

**CHEMICAL RESISTANCE**
Lab-grade tested, chemical resistant, and designer appealing are no longer mutually exclusive descriptors. Solicor-CR embodies toughness & aesthetics - the best of all worlds.

**LIGHTWEIGHT**
Solicor-CR worksurfaces are light enough to be recommended for both horizontal and vertical applications. Experience the strength without all the weight.

**MOISTURE RESISTANCE**
Moisture resistance, even for the harshest acids, bases, solvents, and any other corrosive a laboratory environment can throw at it.

**FIRE RESISTANCE**
Solicor-CR is rated **CLASS A** for fire and heat resistance, yet another attribute aligning it squarely with the laboratory grade market.

**EASY TO INSTALL**
At 74 lbs per square foot, the light weight and density of Solicor-CR make it easy to transport, modify and install while out in the field.

**IMPACT & SCRATCH**
No need to worry about dings and mars from everyday wear and tear. Solicor-CR has scratch and impact resistance covered. Full testing data available upon request.

**USA MADE**
Proudly made & manufactured in the USA.
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